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BASIC-ABSTRACT:

The method involves performing a grinding process to the
surface of the
substrate (1) by slurry grinding which used free grinding
particles and a
polish tape (2) . The intensity of fibres in the polish
tape is more than 400%.
The modulus intensity of the 10% of dry polish tape is 11
kg/ 5 cm width and



that of 10% wet polish tape is 8 kg/5 cm width.

ADVANTAGE - Improves surface property. Improves wear
resistance. Obtains good
electromagnetic conversion characteristic. Prevents noise
during grinding
process

.
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ABSTRACT

:

PURPOSE: To form a magnetic recording medium having
excellent
electromagnetic transducing characteristics by preventing
texture noise and
waving at the time of texturing.

CONSTITUTION: A nonwoven fabric tape having a water
retaining rate of
&ge;400%, fiber strength of &le; 11 [kg/5cm width] in 10%
modulus strength
(longitudinal direction) when dry and a difference of
&le,-8[kg/5cm width]
between the 10% modulus strength (longitudinal direction)
when dry and when wet



is used as a grinding tape at the time of executing
texturing by slurry
grinding using free abrasive grains and the grinding tape.
The abrasive grains
are then well deposited on the grinding tape and the
efficient texturing is
executed. The wiping away of the grinding scum by the
grinding tape is
sufficient, a cleaning effect is high and the pressing
force of the abrasive
grains by the grinding tape is uniform and adequate. The
substrate surface is
thus uniformly and effectively ground. The abrasive grain
holding power and
the cushion property at the time of pressing the abrasive
grains are adequately
balanced.
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